
The Security You Want.
The Streamlined 
Efficiency You Need.

Simplify your workflow and increase dictation 
management efficiency with the DS-9000.

DS-9000 Professional Digital Recorder

Record your voice and manage dictation workflow in any 
environment. The intelligent dual microphones control the 
directionality to keep the focus on the person dictating and suppress 
ambient noise in offices, hospitals, cars, airports, and other noisy 
environments. This ensures superior accuracy that enhances 
workflow efficiency.

The DS-9000 is designed to be a strong and dependable workhorse 
in heavy use environments. Complete with 256-bit AES encryption 
and device PIN lock, this superior digital recorder provides trusted 
security for your most sensitive information.

Call 647-725-1090 for more information, or to order now. 
vocalinks.com

tel:6477251090
https://vocalinks.com/


Motion Sensor & VCVA Technology
While the motion sensor allows the user to wake up the device by picking it up to 
immediately start recording, the Olympus VCVA technology automatically tracks 
pauses in the speaker’s dictation in order to save time, power, and recording space. 
These features are easily customized and allow 15 different sensitivity levels, providing 
intuitive usage and power saving options for every user.

Professional Quality Studio Recording
An included studio-quality pop filter reduces additional noise from wind and 
breath noise, enabling more accurate transcription and professional, high-
quality recordings.

Shockproof Body
A reliable body design resistant up to a 1.5-meter (4.9-foot) fall dramatically 
enhances the lifespan of the DS-9000 in heavy-use environments. An optical slide 
switch reduces the risk of mechanical failure.

Intelligent Dual Microphones
Enjoy crystal clear voice in any environment. The intelligent dual microphone 
technology ensures optimization for many different recording environments. For 
example, in a noisy environment such as an airport, use narrow directionality to 
ensure that voice is accurately captures. For conference rooms when multiple 
individuals are speaking, use a wide directionality recording setting to accurately 
capture all presenters. 

Professional Dictation, Streamlined Efficiency.

Available Accessories

LI-92B
Lithium-Ion Battery

CR-21
Docking Station

AS-9000
PC Transcription Kit with 

RS31 Footswitch


